Vendor Name:
Lot 8

Manufacturer: Elbeco
TexTrop2 Women's Long Sleeve Polyester Shirt ‐ 100%
polyester tropical weave, chest pockets with dual access
utility compartments and hook‐and‐loop closures, flex
underarm mesh vents, dual communication wire access
openings in side seams, functional epaulets
TexTrop2 Women's Zippered Long Sleeve Polyester Shirt
‐ 100% polyester tropical weave, chest pockets with dual
access utility compartments and hook‐and‐loop closures,
flex underarm mesh vents, dual communication wire
access openings, functional epaulets, false button‐front
placket with concealed zipper close

Galls, LLC

Part Number

MSRP/Unit Price

Discounted Unit
Price

48%

$74.93

$38.81

43%

$52.99

$30.47

52%

$73.75

$35.47

45%

$97.82

$53.70

44%

$54.51

$30.47

46%

$48.14

$26.09

32%

$70.12

$47.75

33%

$65.51

$44.22

9310LCN ‐ White, 9314LCN ‐ Navy,
9313LCN ‐ Light Blue, other colors
available

Z9314LCN

TexTrop2 Women's Short Sleeve Polyester Shirt ‐100%
polyester tropical weave, chest pockets with dual access 9810LCN ‐ White, 9814LCN ‐ Navy,
utility compartments and hook‐and‐loop closures, flex
9813LCN ‐ Light Blue, other colors
underarm mesh vents, permanent nano moisture wicking
available
technology, dual communication wire access openings in
side seams, functional epaulets
TexTrop2 Women's Zippered Short Sleeve Polyester
Shirt ‐ 100% polyester tropical weave, chest pockets with
dual access utility compartments and hook‐and‐loop
closures, flex underarm mesh vents, permanent nano
moisture wicking technology, dual communication wire
access openings, functional epaulets, false button‐front
placket with concealed zipper close
Paragon Plus Women's Long Sleeve Poplin Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton poplin weave, nano fluid
repellency, banded dress collar with internal stays and
two‐button tab cuffs, pleated chest pockets with
scalloped flaps, hook‐and‐loop closures and pen opening
in left pocket, cross‐stitched shoulder straps with
functional buttons, badge eyelets with internal support
strap
Paragon Plus Women's Short Sleeve Poplin Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton poplin weave, nano fluid
repellency, banded dress collar with internal stays and
two‐button tab cuffs, pleated chest pockets with
scalloped flaps, hook‐and‐loop closures and pen opening
in left pocket, cross‐stitched shoulder straps with
functional buttons, badge eyelets with internal support
strap

Discount Percentage
Offered

Z9814LCN

P801LC ‐ White, P844LC ‐ Navy,
P802LC ‐ Light Blue

P811LC ‐ White, P854LC ‐ Navy,
P812LC ‐ Light Blue

Reflex Women's Long Sleeve Stretch Ripstop Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 18% permanent fiber
stretch, UVF 50, false button front placket wiht concealed
zipper closure, fluid repellent, flex underarm mesh vents,
dual communication wire access openings in side seams,
mic/camer/sunglass loop at center of chest, shest pockets
with pleasts, dual access top and side utility pockets and
scalloped flaps, epaulets

4434LC ‐ Navy, 4430LC ‐ Black,
other colors available

Reflex Women's Short Sleeve Stretch Ripstop Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 18% permanent fiber
stretch, UVF 50, false button front placket wiht concealed
zipper closure, fluid repellent, flex underarm mesh vents,
dual communication wire access openings in side seams,
mic/camer/sunglass loop at center of chest, shest pockets
with pleasts, dual access top and side utility pockets and
scalloped flaps, epaulets

4454LC ‐ Navy, 4450LC ‐ Black

Distinction Women's Long Sleeve Poly/Wool Shirt ‐ 75%
textured polyester/25% worsted wool, premium tropical
weave, hidden xipper front closure, pleated chest pockets
9430LCN ‐ Navy, 9341LCN ‐ Black
with dual‐access utility compartment and hook‐and‐loop
closures, dual flex underarm mesh vents, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams
Distinction Women's Short Sleeve Poly/Wool Shirt ‐ 75%
textured polyester/25% worsted wool, premium tropical
weave, hidden xipper front closure, pleated chest pockets
9840LCN ‐ Navy, 9841LCN ‐ Black
with dual‐access utility compartment and hook‐and‐loop
closures, dual flex underarm mesh vents, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams
CX360 Women's Long Sleeve Shirt ‐ 100% polyester with
16% 4‐way stretch, wrinkle‐free fabric, UVF 50, concealed
front zip closure, comms wire pass through under
shoulder strap, mic loop on front placket, permanent
creases
CX360 Women's Short Sleeve Shirt ‐ 100% polyester with
16% 4‐way stretch, wrinkle‐free fabric, UVF 50, concealed
front zip closure, comms wire pass through under
shoulder strap, mic loop on front placket, permanent
creases

41%

$102.06

$60.62

45%

$104.57

$57.83

34%

$69.99

$46.12

34%

$64.99

$42.70

40%

$57.85

$34.65

38%

$50.54

$31.28

39%

$55.99

$34.38

33%

$58.99

$39.35

34%

$54.99

$36.46

38%

$56.99

$35.50

3534LC

3554LC

UFX Women's Long Sleeve Tactical Polo ‐ 100% polyester
swiss pique knit, permanent nano wicking technology,
K5180LC ‐ White, K5184LC ‐ Navy,
antimicrobial technology, UV protection, no‐curl knit
K5181LC ‐ Black, other colors
collar, dual mic shoulder pockets and center mic loop,
available
hidden pen pocket on sleeve, rib knit cuffs
UFX Women's Short Sleeve Tactical Polo ‐ 100%
polyester swiss pique knit, permanent nano wicking
K5170LC ‐ White, K5174LC ‐ Navy,
technology, antimicrobial technology, UV protection, no‐
K5171LC ‐ Black, other colors
curl knit collar, dual mic shoulder pockets and center mic
available
loop, hidden pen pocket on sleeve, rib knit cuffs
TexTrop2 Women's Polyester 4‐pocket Pants ‐ 100%
polyester stretch textured serge weave, permanent nano
moisture wicking technology, waistband with elastic
sides, front and back permanent creases

E9314LC ‐ Navy, E9320LC ‐ Black

UV1 CX360 Women's Long Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐ 100%
polyester with 16% 4‐2ay stretch, knit torso fabric: 100%
featherweight performance polyester, nano fluid
repellency and antimicrobial technologies, 3‐button lined
front placket with mic loop and functional epaulets, top‐
fused convertible collar and two‐button adjustable cuffs,
dual communications wire access openings in side seams

UVS173

UV1 CX360 Women's Short Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐
100% polyester with 16% 4‐2ay stretch, knit torso fabric:
100% featherweight performance polyester, nano fluid
repellency and antimicrobial technologies, 3‐button lined
front placket with mic loop and functional epaulets, top‐
fused convertible collar, dual communications wire
access openings in side seams

UVS174

UV1 TesTrop2 Women's Long Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐
100% textured stretch polyester tropical weave, knit
torso fabric: 100% featherweight performance polyester,
nano moisture wicking and antimicrobial technologies, 3‐
button lined front placket with mic loop and functonal
epaulets, banded dress collar and two‐button adjustable
cuffs, dual communications wire access openings in side
seams

UVS103

UV1 TesTrop2 Women's Short Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐
100% textured stretch polyester tropical weave, knit
torso fabric: 100% featherweight performance polyester,
nano moisture wicking and antimicrobial technologies, 3‐
button lined front placket with mic loop and functonal
epaulets, top‐fused convertible with internal stays, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams

UVS104

TexTrop2 Women's Polyester Hidden Cargo Pants ‐
100% polyester stretch textured serge weave, permanent
nano moisture wicking technology, waistband with elastic E9394LC ‐ Navy, E9390LC ‐ Black
sides, front and back permanent creases, hidden side
pockets with internal compartments and zipper closures
TexTrop2 Women's Polyester Cargo Pants ‐ 100%
polyester stretch textured serge weave, permanent nano
moisture wicking technology, waistband with elastic
sized, front and back permanent creases, dual‐
compartment cargo pockets with hook‐and‐loop closures,
hidden zippers
Tek3 Women's Poly/Cotton Twill 4‐pocket Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton stretch twill weave, permanent
nano fluid repellency, waistband with elastic sides,
permanent front and back creases, two rear pockets with
button tab closures
Tek3 Women's Poly/Cotton Twill Cargo Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton stretch twill weave, permanent
nano fluid repellency, waistband with elastic sides,
permanent front and back creases, notched front pockets
with reinforcements for clip knife, billy pockets, dual
cargo pockets with internal/external compartments and
flaps with hook‐and loop closures, reflective trim under
pocket flaps
Tek3 Women's Poly/Cotton Twill Cargo Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton stretch twill weave, permanent
nano fluid repellency, waistband with elastic sides,
permanent front and back creases, notched front pockets
with reinforcements for clip knife, billy pockets, dual
cargo pockets with internal/external compartments and
flaps with hook‐and loop closures, reflective trim under
pocket flaps
Tek3 Poly/Cotton Twill Cargo Short ‐ 65% polyester/35%
cotton stretch twill weave, permanent nano fluid
repellency, waistband with elastic sides, cargo pockets
with internal/external compartments and flaps with hook‐
and loop closures, reflective trim under pocket flaps
Women's Reflex Stretch Ripstop Hidden Cargo Pants ‐
65% polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 12% fiber stretch
fabric, lightweight, UVF 50, fluid repellent, covert flex
waistband provides 3" stretch, two hidden side pockets
with internal compartments and zipper closures,
concealed zipper compartment in left front pocket, front
and back permanent creases
Women's Reflex Stretch Ripstop Cargo Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 12% fiber stretch
fabric, lightweight, UVF 50, fluid repellent, waistband
with elastic sides, notched front pockets with
reinforcements for a clip knife, two external cargo
pockets and flaps with magnetic closures, front and back
permanent creases
Women's Reflex Stretch Ripstop Cargo Shorts ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 12% fiber stretch
fabric, lightweight, UVF 50, fluid repellent, waistband
with elastic sides, notched front pockets with
reinforcements for a clip knife, two external cargo
pockets and flaps with magnetic closures

37%

$50.99

$32.17

43%

$73.99

$42.10

41%

$72.12

$42.48

38%

$56.99

$35.45

48%

$106.18

$54.90

48%

$106.18

$54.90

39%

$68.99

$42.36

36%

$79.68

$51.31

37%

$100.73

$63.26

47%

$108.99

$57.98

E8876LC

E2814LCD

E2854LC

E2854LC

E2834LC

E7354LC ‐ Navy, E7350LC ‐ Black

E7374LC ‐ Navy, E7370LC ‐ Black

E7394LC ‐ Navy, E7390LC ‐ Black

Distinction Women's Poly/Wool 4‐pocket Pants ‐ 74%
polyester/25% wool/1% Lycra premium serge weave,
waistband with elastic sides, concealed zipper pocket in
left front pocket, permanent back and front creases,
watch pocket
Distinction Women's Poly/Wool Hidden Cargo Pants ‐
74% polyester/25% wool/1% Lycra premium serge weave,
waistband with elastic sides, concealed zipper pocket in
left front pocket, permanent back and front creases, two
hidden side pockets with internal compartments and
zipper closures

E9494LCN

E4031LCN

CX360 Women's 5‐pocket Pants ‐ 100% polyester with
16% 4‐way stretch, wrinkle‐free fabric, permanent nano
fluid repellency, UVF50, waistband with elastic sides,
notched front pockets with reinforcements for a clip
knife, concealed zipper compartment in left front pocket

E3434LC

CX360 Women's Covert Cargo Pants ‐ 100% polyester
with 16% 4‐way stretch, permanent nano fluid
repellency, UVF50, waistband with elastic sides, notched
front pockets with reinforcements for a clip knife,
concealed zipper compartment in left front pocket, two
hidden side pockets with internal compartments and
zipper closures

E3454LC

CX360 Women's Cargo Pants ‐ 100% polyester with 16%
4‐way stretch, permanent nano fluid repellency, UVF50,
waistband with elastic sides, notched front pockets with
reinforcements for a clip knife, concealed zipper
compartment in left front pocket, cargo pockets have
magnetic closures and interior utility pockets

E3474LC

TexTrop2 Men's Zippered Long Sleeve Polyester Shirt ‐
100% polyester tropical weave, chest pockets with dual
access utility compartments and hook‐and‐loop closures,
flex underarm mesh vents, dual communication wire
access openings, functional epaulets, false button‐front
placket with concealed zipper close
TexTrop2 Men's Short Sleeve Polyester Shirt ‐100%
polyester tropical weave, chest pockets with dual access
utility compartments and hook‐and‐loop closures, flex
underarm mesh vents, permanent nano moisture wicking
technology, dual communication wire access openings in
side seams, functional epaulets
TexTrop2 Men's Zippered Short Sleeve Polyester Shirt ‐
100% polyester tropical weave, chest pockets with dual
access utility compartments and hook‐and‐loop closures,
flex underarm mesh vents, permanent nano moisture
wicking technology, dual communication wire access
openings, functional epaulets, false button‐front placket
with concealed zipper close

$127.02

$70.12

32%

$109.49

$74.56

39%

$130.17

$79.27

34%

$71.99

$47.80

34%

$76.99

$50.97

34%

$85.99

$56.75

48%

$75.01

$38.78

44%

$90.40

$50.26

52%

$73.75

$35.47

34%

$66.99

$44.48

E9444LC

Distinction Women's Poly/Wool Cargo Pants ‐ 74%
polyester/25% wool/1% Lycra premium serge weave,
waistband with elastic sides, concealed zipper pocket in
left front pocket, permanent back and front creases, dual‐
compartment cargo pockets with inverted pleats, hidden
zippers behind flaps and hook‐and‐loop closures

TexTrop2 Men's Long Sleeve Polyester Shirt ‐ 100%
polyester tropical weave, chest pockets with dual access
utility compartments and hook‐and‐loop closures, flex
underarm mesh vents, dual communication wire access
openings in side seams, functional epaulets

45%

310N ‐ White, 314N ‐ Navy, 313N ‐
Light Blue, other colors available

Z314N

3310N ‐ White, 3314N ‐ Navy,
3313N ‐ Light Blue, other colors
available

Z3314N

Reflex Men's Short Sleeve Stretch Ripstop Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 18% permanent fiber
stretch, UVF 50, false button front placket wiht concealed
zipper closure, fluid repellent, flex underarm mesh vents, 4444 ‐ Navy, 4440 ‐ Black, other
dual communication wire access openings in side seams,
colors available
mic/camer/sunglass loop at center of chest, shest pockets
with pleasts, dual access top and side utility pockets and
scalloped flaps, epaulets
Reflex Men's Long Sleeve Stretch Ripstop Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 18% permanent fiber
stretch, UVF 50, false button front placket wiht concealed
zipper closure, fluid repellent, flex underarm mesh vents, 4424 ‐ Navy, 4420 ‐ Black, other
dual communication wire access openings in side seams,
colors available
mic/camer/sunglass loop at center of chest, shest pockets
with pleasts, dual access top and side utility pockets and
scalloped flaps, epaulets
Paragon Plus Men's Long Sleeve Poplin Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton poplin weave, nano fluid
repellency, banded dress collar with internal stays and
two‐button tab cuffs, pleated chest pockets with
scalloped flaps, hook‐and‐loop closures and pen opening
in left pocket, cross‐stitched shoulder straps with
functional buttons, badge eyelets with internal support
strap
Paragon Plus Men's Short Sleeve Poplin Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton poplin weave, nano fluid
repellency, banded dress collar with internal stays and
two‐button tab cuffs, pleated chest pockets with
scalloped flaps, hook‐and‐loop closures and pen opening
in left pocket, cross‐stitched shoulder straps with
functional buttons, badge eyelets with internal support
strap

$69.99

$44.23

33%

$71.09

$47.70

43%

$53.44

$30.46

46%

$48.14

$26.09

41%

$102.06

$60.62

41%

$97.82

$57.81

34%

$69.99

$46.12

34%

$64.99

$42.70

40%

$57.85

$34.65

38%

$50.54

$31.28

P877 ‐ White, P824 ‐ Navy, P878 ‐
Light Blue

P867 ‐ White, P834 ‐ Navy, P868 ‐
Light Blue

Distinction Men's Long Sleeve Poly/Wool Shirt ‐ 75%
textured polyester/25% worsted wool, premium tropical
weave, hidden xipper front closure, pleated chest pockets
with dual‐access utility compartment and hook‐and‐loop
closures, dual flex underarm mesh vents, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams

840N ‐ Navy, 841N ‐ Black

Distinction Men's Short Sleeve Poly/Wool Shirt ‐ 75%
textured polyester/25% worsted wool, premium tropical
weave, hidden xipper front closure, pleated chest pockets
with dual‐access utility compartment and hook‐and‐loop
closures, dual flex underarm mesh vents, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams

8840N ‐ Navy, 8841N ‐ Black

CX360 Men's Long Sleeve Shirt ‐ 100% polyester with
16% 4‐way stretch, wrinkle‐free fabric, UVF 50, concealed
front zip closure, comms wire pass through under
shoulder strap, mic loop on front placket, permanent
creases
CX360 Men's Short Sleeve Shirt ‐ 100% polyester with
16% 4‐way stretch, wrinkle‐free fabric, UVF 50, concealed
front zip closure, comms wire pass through under
shoulder strap, mic loop on front placket, permanent
creases

37%

3524

3544

UFX Men's Long Sleeve Tactical Polo ‐ 100% polyester
swiss pique knit, permanent nano wicking technology,
antimicrobial technology, UV protection, no‐curl knit
collar, dual mic shoulder pockets and center mic loop,
hidden pen pocket on sleeve, rib knit cuffs

K5140 ‐ White, K5144 ‐ Navy,
K5141 ‐ Black, other colors
available

UFX Men's Short Sleeve Tactical Polo ‐ 100% polyester
swiss pique knit, permanent nano wicking technology,
antimicrobial technology, UV protection, no‐curl knit
collar, dual mic shoulder pockets and center mic loop,
hidden pen pocket on sleeve, rib knit cuffs

K5130 ‐ White, K5134 ‐ Navy,
K5131 ‐ Black, other colors
available

UV1 CX360 Men's Long Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐ 100%
polyester with 16% 4‐2ay stretch, knit torso fabric: 100%
featherweight performance polyester, nano fluid
repellency and antimicrobial technologies, 3‐button lined
front placket with mic loop and functional epaulets, top‐
fused convertible collar and two‐button adjustable cuffs,
dual communications wire access openings in side seams

UVS171

UV1 CX360 Men's Short Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐ 100%
polyester with 16% 4‐2ay stretch, knit torso fabric: 100%
featherweight performance polyester, nano fluid
repellency and antimicrobial technologies, 3‐button lined
front placket with mic loop and functional epaulets, top‐
fused convertible collar, dual communications wire
access openings in side seams

UVS172

UV1 TexTrop2 Men's Long Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐ 100%
textured stretch polyester tropical weave, knit torso
fabric: 100% featherweight performance polyester, nano
moisture wicking and antimicrobial technologies, 3‐
button lined front placket with mic loop and functonal
epaulets, banded dress collar and two‐button adjustable
cuffs, dual communications wire access openings in side
seams

UVS101 ‐ Navy, UVS117 ‐ Black,
UVS113 ‐ Tan

UV1 TexTrop2 Men's Short Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐
100% textured stretch polyester tropical weave, knit
torso fabric: 100% featherweight performance polyester,
nano moisture wicking and antimicrobial technologies, 3‐
button lined front placket with mic loop and functonal
epaulets, top‐fused convertible with internal stays, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams

UVS102 ‐ Navy, UVS118 ‐ Black,
UVS114 ‐ Tan

UV1 Reflex Long Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 18% permanent fiber
stretch shirt fabric, knit torso fabric: 100% featherweight
performance polyester, nano moisture wicking and
antimicrobial technologies, 3‐button lined front placket
with mic loop and functional epaulets, banded dress
collar and two‐button adjustable cuffs, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams

UVS141 ‐ Navy, UVS 156‐Black

UV1 Reflex Short Sleeve Undervest Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 18% permanent fiber
stretch shirt fabric, knit torso fabric: 100% featherweight
performance polyester, nano moisture wicking and
antimicrobial technologies, 3‐button lined front placket
with mic loop and functional epaulets, top‐fused
convertible collar wiht internal stays, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams

UVS142 ‐ Navy, UVS 157‐Black

UV2 FlexTech Undervest Shirt ‐ upper shell fabric:
unlined 100% polyester FlexTech, lower shell fabric:
100% polyester UFX tactical polo pique knit, 3‐snap
closure placket with mic loop for easy on and off, dual
communications wire access openings in side seams

33%

$58.99

$39.35

34%

$54.99

$36.46

38%

$56.99

$35.50

37%

$50.99

$32.17

33%

$58.99

$39.35

34%

$54.99

$36.46

28%

$79.99

$57.83

39%

$55.99

$34.38

43%

$73.99

$42.10

UVS204

TexTrop2 Men's Polyester 4‐pocket Pants ‐ 100%
polyester stretch textured serge weave, permanent nano
moisture wicking technology, flex waistband, front and
back permanent creases

E314RN ‐ Navy, E320RN ‐ Black

TexTrop2 Men's Polyester Hidden Cargo Pants ‐ 100%
polyester stretch textured serge weave, permanent nano
moisture wicking technology, flex waistband, front and
back permanent creases, hidden side pockets with
internal compartments and zipper closures

E394R ‐ Navy, E390R ‐ Black

TexTrop2 Men's Polyester Cargo Pants ‐ 100% polyester
stretch textured serge weave, permanent nano moisture
wicking technology, flex waistband, front and back
permanent creases, dual‐compartment cargo pockets
with hook‐and‐loop closures, hidden zippers
Tek3 Men's Poly/Cotton Twill 4‐pocket Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton stretch twill weave, permanent
nano fluid repellency, flex waistband, permanent front
and back creases, two rear pockets with button tab
closures
Tek3 Men's Poly/Cotton Twill Cargo Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton stretch twill weave, permanent
nano fluid repellency, flex waistband, permanent front
and back creases, notched front pockets with
reinforcements for clip knife, billy pockets, dual cargo
pockets with internal/external compartments and flaps
with hook‐and loop closures, reflective trim under pocket
flaps
Tek3 Poly/Cotton Twill Cargo Short ‐ 65% polyester/35%
cotton stretch twill weave, permanent nano fluid
repellency, flex waistband, cargo pockets with
internal/external compartments and flaps with hook‐and
loop closures, reflective trim under pocket flaps
Men's Reflex Stretch Ripstop Hidden Cargo Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 12% fiber stretch
fabric, lightweight, UVF 50, fluid repellent, covert flex
waistband provides 3" stretch, two hidden side pockets
with internal compartments and zipper closures,
concealed zipper compartment in left front pocket, front
and back permanent creases
Men's Reflex Stretch Ripstop Cargo Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 12% fiber stretch
fabric, lightweight, UVF 50, fluid repellent, covert flex
waistband provides 3" stretch, notched front pockets
with reinforcements for a clip knife, two external cargo
pockets and flaps with magnetic closures, front and back
permanent creases
Men's Reflex Stretch Ripstop Cargo Shorts ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop with 12% fiber stretch
fabric, lightweight, UVF 50, fluid repellent, covert flex
waistband provides 3" stretch, notched front pockets
with reinforcements for a clip knife, two external cargo
pockets and flaps with magnetic closures

E8875RN
41%

$72.12

$42.48

40%

$58.99

$35.45

48%

$106.18

$54.90

40%

$70.99

$42.31

36%

$79.68

$51.31

37%

$100.73

$63.26

47%

$108.99

$57.98

45%

$127.02

$70.12

34%

$113.79

$74.65

39%

$130.17

$79.27

34%

$71.99

$47.80

E2804R

E2844R

E2824

E7344R ‐ Navy, E7340R ‐ Black

E7364R ‐ Navy, E7360R ‐ Black

E7384 ‐ Navy, E7380 ‐ Black

Men's Distinction Poly/Wool 4‐pocket Pants ‐ 74%
polyester/25% wool/1% Lycra premium serge weave, flex
waistband, concealed zipper pocket in left front pocket,
permanent back and front creases, watch pocket

E494RN

Men's Distinction Poly/Wool Hidden Cargo Pants ‐ 74%
polyester/25% wool/1% Lycra premium serge weave, flex
waistband, concealed zipper pocket in left front pocket,
permanent back and front creases, two hidden side
pockets with internal compartments and zipper closures

E444R

Men's Distinction Poly/Wool Cargo Pants ‐ 74%
polyester/25% wool/1% Lycra premium serge weave, flex
waistband, concealed zipper pocket in left front pocket,
permanent back and front creases, dual‐compartment
cargo pockets with inverted pleats, hidden zippers behind
flaps and hook‐and‐loop closures

E4030RN

Men's CX360 5‐pocket Pants ‐ 100% polyester with 16% 4‐
way stretch, wrinkle‐free fabric, permanent nano fluid
repellency, UVF50, flex waistband, notched front pockets
with reinforcements for a clip knife, concealed zipper
compartment in left front pocket

E3424R

Men's CX360 Covert Cargo Pants ‐ 100% polyester with
16% 4‐way stretch, permanent nano fluid repellency,
UVF50, flex waistband, notched front pockets with
reinforcements for a clip knife, concealed zipper
compartment in left front pocket, two hidden side
pockets with internal compartments and zipper closures
Men's CX360 Cargo Pants ‐ 100% polyester with 16% 4‐
way stretch, permanent nano fluid repellency, UVF50,
flex waistband, notched front pockets with
reinforcements for a clip knife, concealed zipper
compartment in left front pocket, cargo pockets have
magnetic closures and interior utility pockets
Shield Self Collar Job Shirt ‐ 82% cotton/18% polyester
heavyweight fleece, permanent nano fluid repellency,
quarter‐zip front closure with abrasion‐resistant chin
guard, adjustable chest pocket on right side, dual fleece‐
lined hand warmer pockets with internal compartments
and D‐ring, pen pockets on left sleeve, mic pockets at
both shoulders and center tab at bottom of front zipper,
ribbed waist and cuffs
Shield Twill Collar Job Shirt ‐ 82% cotton/18% polyester
heavyweight fleece, permanent nano fluid repellency,
two‐piece collar with internal stays and elbow patches,
adjustable chest pocket on right side, dual fleece‐lined
hand warmer pockets with internal compartments and D‐
ring, pen pockets on left sleeve, mic pockets at both
shoulders and center tab at bottom of front zipper,
ribbed waist and cuffs
Shield Duty Jacket ‐ 100% polyester mini‐ripstop with
windproof, waterproof, breathable shell, side zipper
vents, dual concealed‐carry/utility chest pockets, large
fleece‐lined hand warmer/top entry pockets with internal
compartments and flaps, two large internal patch pockets
with zipper closures and communications access
openings, magnetic closures on external pockets,
ajustable storm cuffs, low‐profile shoulder straps with
mic loops, stealth drop‐down identification panels on
front and back
Shield Performance Soft Shell Jacket ‐ 2‐way stretch
woven 96% polyester/4% spandex exterior with fleece
interior, windproof, waterproof, breathable, two
concealed‐carry/utility chest pockets with magnetic
closures, side zipper vents, low‐profile shoulder straps,
no‐pill fleece‐lined body and collar, two‐way full‐length
nylon zipper, 6 functional pocket storage options
Shield Genesis Jacket ‐ 100% polyester mini‐ripstop with
windproof, waterproof, breathable shell, removable
Thinsulate liner, front two‐way zipper, side zipper vents,
dual inverted‐pleat front patch pockets with top and side
entries, hook‐and‐loop closures and D‐ring, 3‐piece
waterproof hood with drawcord that rolls up into zipper
compartment, low‐profile utility shoulder straps,
elasticized waistband, optional badge tab, name tape and
mic loop included
BodyShield External Vest Carrier V4 ‐ Shell: 600 Denier
Syntex 100% polyester Tropical Weave, Liner: 65%
polyester/35% cotton twill weave, 2" knit elastic
extension each front side panet, side slocure system, UPF
50 protection, antimicrobial liner and neck opening,
zipper openings on inside for easy insertion of ballistic
panels, large hidden document pocket, dual‐access chest
pockets, zipper opening on front with camera mount tab,
loose funcional shoulder straps with interior shoulder
openings under straps

E3444R

34%

$76.99

$50.97

34%

$85.99

$56.75

39%

$98.03

$59.70

35%

$73.21

$47.88

38%

$248.99

$154.62

40%

$149.99

$90.74

25%

$158.79

$118.62

20%

$99.75

$80.00

E3464R

3730

3732

SH3204 ‐ Navy, SH3200 ‐ Black,
SH3209 ‐ OD Green

SH3504 ‐ Navy, SH3500 ‐ Black,
SH3509 ‐ OD Green

SH3804 ‐ Navy, SH3800 ‐ Black

V4114B ‐ Navy, V4110B ‐ Black,
V4112B ‐ Tan

Elbeco ‐ Percentage Discount off of List Price for Uniform
catalog:
Nameplate Tab
Emblem Embroidery ‐ base amount 10,000 stitches
Emblem Embroidery ‐ additional 1,000 stitches
Single Color Silk Screen
Two Color Silk Screen
Three Color Silk Screen
Measurement Session/Hr
Pant Hems per garment
Sewing on Patch ‐ Shirts ‐ per patch
Sewing on Patch ‐ Jackets/Coats ‐ per patch

30.00%
$5.50
$8.67
$1.00
$5.00
$5.75
$6.25
$0.00
$2.75
$2.61
$2.61

